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SUMMARY 
Three types of growth functions of DOL-systems are characterized by means of 
the poles of the corresponding generating functions. Sufficient conditions are given 
by the eigenvalues of the growth matrices and by the roots of polynomials defining 
recurrence formulas for the growth functions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Lindenmayer systems have been originally proposed in order to study 
the development of simple organisms [2]. The stages of development 
correspond to words generated by a parallel rewriting mechanism. In 
this context, growth of word 1engt.h is of particular interest [l, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 81. 
A semi-DOL-system is a pair 
where z=(al, . . . . ak) is an alphabet and 6: 2 + I* is a total mapping. 
By considering 6 as a homomorphism, we define 6(v) for any u E x*. 
For v=a. zI...ail E z*, let Ssf( # (jlij= l}, . . ., # {jjij=k)). 
If M is the growth matrix of S, i.e. the matrix with row vectors 
@i& . ..) 
-- 
6(ak), and no&ffio (VO E x*) then Bi(vo) =noMi for i > 0.1) 
The length of a word v E C* is the scalar product qo where nsffi and 
70 E Xj+” 2, is a column vector. 
If Y/0=(1, . ..) 1)’ 3) then qo is the usual word length of v. Clearly, the 
length of @(vo) is 7~0Mnqg for n> 0. 
Now, if p(x)= zi=, o(ixi is a polynomial with complex coefficients 
and N is a (a, n)-matrix then p(N)gf Ii=, ol#. 
Let pi gf det (N-XI) be the characteristic polynomial and pi 
the minimal polynomial (i.e. the polynomial p(x) of minimal degree and 
1) MO gf I, i.e., the identity matrix. 
2) @+ denotes the nonnegative reals. 
3) ’ denotes transposition. 
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leading coefficient 1 such that p(N)=@, i.e., the zero matrix) of N. 
For a (row and column) vector v E@, pltp, N)(X) and q(~,~)(x) denote the 
polynomials of minimal degree and leading coefficient 1 such that 
~ql(~,dN) = 0 and q (~,~j(N)p, = 0 respectively. 
Note that qtP,N)(x) and q(N,P)(x) divide qN(x), qN(x) divides IN, 
and q(a,N)(x)=q(N’,~)OO. 
A growth function f is a total mapping from the nonnegative integers 
in the nonnegative reals defined by 
where ~0, M and ~0 are as before. (I.e., f(n) is the length of the n th word). 
The matrix-valued analytic mapping (I - xM)-1 can be represented by 
the power series 
(I-x&f-l = 2 &Jfi 
i=o 
with positive radius of convergence. 
By Cramer’s rule there are polynomials p(x) and q(x) such that for 
the generating function 
F(x) gf 2 f(i)xi of f the following holds: 
i=o 
JY4 =ij f(9xi = j. noJ!&loxi 
P(X) 
=no(l-xM)-l?jo= a ) 
p(x), q(x) in least terms and q(0) = 1. 
A growth function f is called 
(1) terminating or type 0 iff there is no E: n such that 
f(n)=0 for n>no 
(2) limited or polynomial or type 1 or 2 iff it is not type 0 and there 
are m, no in such that 
f(n) grim for n>no 
(3) exponential or type 3 iff it is not type 0, 1, 2. 
2. RESULTS 
The following lemma is easy to prove 
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LEMMA: Let 01~, . . . , 011, /I~, . . ., &, fo, /I, . . . be complex numbers. Then 
the following statements are equivalent : 
(1) 
(2) oci= &3*fi-i for i=o, . ..) 1 
f=O 
(frgfO for r<O and ,&ogf 1). 
REMARK : From combinatorial arguments in [4, 71 it follows that a 
growth function f is type 3 iff there is a real number t > 1 and a sub- 
sequence {f(w)} t (21 such that f(nt)>tni for all i. This fact can also be 
proven by means of the recurrence formula of the lemma. 
THEOREM 1: Let f be the growth function of a semi-DOL-system, 
p(x) and n(x) be polynomials in least terms and q(O) = 1 such that 
Then f is 
(1) terminating iff a(x) = const 
(2) limited or polynomial iff q(x) has a root and all roots of a(x) have 
absolute value > 1 
(3) exponential iff there is a root of q(x) of absolute value < 1. 
PROOF : By the Cauchy-Hadamard formula, it holds for the radius R 
of convergence of the series xz, f(i)x” 
Since p(x) and q(x) are in least terms we have 
I min 04 I&4 =O> 
if Q(X) has a root 
R= 
1 00 if q(x) = const. 
Therefore the claim is equivalent to: f is 
(1’) terminating iff R=oo 
(2’) limited or polynomial iff 1 G R < 00 
(3’) exponential iff R< 1. 
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Clearly, f is terminating iff p(x)/q(z) is a polynomial, i.e. R=oo. 
If f is limited or polynomial then there are m, no E ~0 such that f(n) < nm 
for n >no, and therefore 
If f is exponential then by the remark there is a real number t> 1 and 
a subsequence (f(ng)> 621 such that f(ni) > tni for all i, and therefore 
1 - -= 
R 
lim “l/K) > limVE =t>l. 
n-too ijc-3 
I 
THEOREM 2: Let S=(C, 6) b e a semi-DOL-system with # z=k and 
M be the growth matrix of S. 
(1) If va E x* then for each 7 E @+k the growth function f 
is 
1 
terminating 
limited or polynomial if 
1 1 
f is not terminating 
exponential f is not terminating 
are equal to 0 
and all roots of P~,-,,~) (x) have absolute value < 1 
have absolute value > 1 
(2) If 7s E ‘@+k then for each v E C* the growth function f 
is 
i 
terminating 
1 1 
- 
limited or polynomial if f is not terminating 
exponential f is not terminating 
( are equal to 0 ) 
and all roots of q(~,~a) (x) have absolute value G 1 . 
have absolute value > 1 I 
(3) For all v E C*, 17 E ‘El+” the growth function f 
1 
terminating 
is limited or polynomial if 
exponential 1 1 
f is not terminating 
f is not terminating 1 
1 
are equal to 0 
and all roots of PM (x) have absolute value G 1 . 
have absolute value > 1 I 
(4) If det M# 0 then for all v E I*, q E lR+k the growth function is 
either 0 or not terminating. 
PROOF : 
(1) Let n0Z50, q EEl+k, f as above, p(x) and p(x) be polynomials in 
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least terms such that 
If 
then 
Thus 
z-1 
4bl0, M) (4 = 1 ytxi + XI 
i=O 
0 = ~Ocl(llo, M,vo = noq(,l,, M) (Mpfn 
z-1 z-1 
=zo( 2 l/iMi +Mz)l+fn=nO( 2 y{Mn+i + Mn+l) for n> 0. 
i=O i=O 
z-1 Z-l 
0 = TC.O( 2 yiM”+i + MR+~)~ = 2 y27coM”+ir + noMfi+lll 
i-0 i=O 
=,il yz-if(n+Z-i)+f(n+Z) for n>O. 
Hence, by the lemma, q(x) divides the polynomial 
qo(x) = 1+ i yl-ixi. 
Since 
i=l 
z-1 
4(no, &f)(X) = "z'is yix2-z+ 1) =xzqo 
0 
; 
we have for each complex number x 
40(x) =O iff x # 0 and qcno, M) k 
0 
= 0. 
Now, if all roots of ~c~~,M)(x) are equal to 0 then PO(X) = const (note: 
qo(O) = l), and therefore q(x) = const. Hence, by theorem 1, f is terminating. 
On the other hand, if there exists a root #O of qcno, M)(X) and if all 
roots # 0 have absolute value < 1 (> 1) then all roots of 40(x) and thus 
of a(x) have absolute value > 1 (< 1). If f is not terminating then q(x) 
has a root, and hence, by theorem 1, f is limited or polynomial (ex- 
ponential) . 
(2) follows from (1) since q(~,~~)(x) =4tqo, M/)(X). 
(3) follows from (1) since ~(;,M)(x) divides PM(X). 
(4) Let V, 17, and f as above. 
By Cramer’s rule, there is a polynomial p(x) such that 
244 --- 
det (I-xM) 
= ~(1 - xM)-Qj = jocM~~z+ = izo f (i)xi, deg p(x) <I%. 
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Since det iM # 0 we have p&O) $10. Thus 
det (I-xM)=det (-x(N-- :I))=(--z)fipM(i) 
is a polynomial of degree k, and therefore 
is either the zero function or not a polynomial. I 
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